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The Way of the Wilderness

15:22 They went out into the wilderness. They wandered from place to place in the wilderness in search of food.

The wilderness was fruitful and fertile. The Lord led them through it, providing food and water. They ended up at Mount Sinai, where they received the Ten Commandments.

The Israelites spent 40 years wandering in the wilderness. During this time, they learned and grew as a people.

The Lord was with them always, providing protection and guidance. They were not alone, as angels and guides were present to help them.

As they continued on their journey, they faced many challenges, but the Lord was always there to help them through.

Eventually, they arrived at the Promised Land, ready to enter into a new era of independence and prosperity.

The way of the wilderness was a journey of faith, learning, and preparation for the future.
These words. As through the mists where the judgement never did reach... These days, such high hope and such lack of faith, though little disappointed in the beautiful plans of dreams, then little disappointed in situations... What judgment are we to make? What strength from what little... 

15: 21-26 Matthew

"Then when I had said, 'Now I will keep my promise... "

The disciples... in the garden. The hour came, and they were going to arrest Jesus, to... Then beheld...
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